
Trust in our Children Going Strong 
Every year the teachers find more ways to incorporate KCT into 
their curriculum and their school! 
Trust in our Children is where it all started, and it is still going strong!  We 
have expanded into winter trips and this year we will be adding two more.  
Now we have K, 1st, 2nd and 3rd grades coming to our headquarters to 
experience our land in the winter.  The second year of the photo books was a 
success and is a program we wish to continue.  With out your help in 
providing us with volunteers we could not run our programs at all so: 
 Thank you for volunteering your time and efforts, it is invaluable!! 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Where was  
Trust in 

Education? 

 Increased our 
exposure to 5 out of 6 
schools in the district. 

Trust Trail Fest 

This year Trust Trail 
Fest saw a 28% 

increase in runners 
with a total 0f 320 

runners enjoying our 
trails while supporting 

us! 

Happy 
Graduation! 

Alt Ed now holds their 
graduation ceremony 

here at KCT!

# OF LIKES ON FB 
Trust in Education has 
increased its likes from 

28 in 2013 to 221 in 
2015 reaching more 

people everyday

221
DISCOVERY DAYS 

Even in a tough year, 
We still had 200 

registrations, with 51 
classes offered, 27 

unique titles.

200
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
From SUP Yoga, to York 
Center for wildlife, Trust 

in Education is trying 
find interesting things 

for Adults and Families

24

 

Trust in Education 
2015 Year in Review



Expanding our Reach 
Houston Kraft teaching kids to change the 
world with a turn of their pinky is just one way 
that your support of Trust in Education 
helping to build stronger more resilient 
communities 
Trust in Education’s evolution into Community 
Conservation is on the cutting edge of a larger 
movement throughout the country.  Land Trusts 
everywhere are moving toward being stronger 
partners with their community by addressing the 
needs and desires of its patrons.  While some may 
argue that working with at risk youth and older 
populations is mission creep, we believe that loving 
the land and being a part of both the natural 
landscape and the community itself is what being a 
good steward is all about.  Your support helps 
maintain and continue to grow this amazing 
community in which we are a blessed to be a part 

of.  This expansion, including 
our living history project, and 
furthering our outreach into 
our own school system is 
getting recognition nationally. 
In fact Land Trust Alliance is 
publishing our story soon! 

“Showed how a 
small land trust can 
truly do big things 
with the right 
partners.  
Inspiring!” ~ Review of 
presentation at National Land Rally 2015 

Trust in Education was highlighted at two national 
conventions this year.  “Engaging the Next 
Generation of Environmentalists: and how to get 
your program off the ground” was presented at 
the National Marine Educators Association in 
Newport Rhode Island, and “Blazing the Trail to 
Community Conservation” was a success at the 
National Land Rally in Sacramento California.   Both 
were received well and more invitations to speak 
and spread the word about our work have been the 
result.  Our programs are examples being set!
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2015 TRUST IN EDUCATION YEAR IN REVIEW 

HISTORY OF OUR COMMUNITY AND TRUST 

Trust in Education has started a series of interviews about our 
community, our properties and KCT history.  So far with 
interviews of Dorcas Zeiner (top left), Mary Bryant (bottom 
left), Bob and Dottie King(top right) and Cecil Benson (bottom 
right) we are off to a great start. 

These interviews will be compiled into clips, hearing your 
stories about the making of KCT, and this amazing community 
we live in.  We hope to highlight various properties and stories 
in a series on KCT and You next year! 

Don’t be surprised if YOU get a phone call for an interview!

Right: Working with TREE center in Sanford 
to further the message of conservation

~1,615~ 

 Children participating in TiED events this year


